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Introduction
This manual is designed to provide a list of useful resources including the Roadway Design Division
website. For convenience, each title is a link to the corresponding page on the Design Division’s website.
A brief description is right below the title, followed by a screenshot of what each page looks like.

Roadway Design Division
The Roadway Design Division consists of the Design Standards and Policy, Contract Management, Aerial
Surveying, and Consultant Management sections. The key responsibility of the Design Standards and
Policy Section is to provide guidance and oversight for the Tennessee Department of Transportation
(TDOT) personnel by establishing roadway design criteria, maintaining and developing roadway design
standards and training manuals, ensuring roadway plans meet the state and federal policies as well as the
targeted quality assurance and compliance standards.
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Standard Design and Survey CADD Files and Documents
The CADD Support group is responsible investigating new software used for Designers and for addressing
issues that occurs within the design software. They also update the CADD standards and templates so that
they match the most up-to-date version based from the Standard Drawings, Roadway Design Guidelines
and other design guidance.
The standard files provided on this page were developed for use by Designers with MicroStation and other
software. Designers should keep these files up to date on their computers. Instruction on how to
download each file can be found here.

The Design CADD Files page also includes a Documentation section that is beneficial to Designers to learn
how certain programs work. One of the more important documents that you should review is the CADD
V8 Manual. This is especially important in instructing you of the correct file naming conventions that
should be used by everyone.
There are some general documents on this page as well. A couple of the more important documents is
How to Create a TDOT Helpdesk Ticket and FileNet User Guide for Design. Most of the other files will
become useful as you reach that point with a design project. If you get stuck, these documents provide
step by step instructions on how to complete a task throughout the design process.
For all CADD related questions, email TDOT.CADDSupport@tn.gov.
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Roadway Design Guidelines
The Roadway Design Guidelines have been created to ensure that there is consistency in TDOT projects across
the state. These guidelines indicate the currently recognized design standards for new construction or
reconstruction of existing highways and shall be utilized while giving due regard to topography, natural
conditions, availability of road material, and prevailing traffic conditions. Designers should read the Roadway
Design Guidelines before starting to design a project. This is where Designers should go if they have questions
about design, creating plans, submittal process or various other topics.
For all Roadway Design Guidelines related questions, email TDOT.Design@tn.gov.

Reference Documents

As a subsection of the Roadway Design Guidelines, there is the Referenced Documents. One of the more
important documents here are the various versions of the Design Checklists. The Roadway Design Division has
a checklist to assist the designer when turning in their plan set for each stage of design. Here you can find the
Preliminary, Right-of-Way, and Construction Checklist. There are other documents that are in this subsection
that can be viewed below in the figure.
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Road Item Lists
The Road Item Lists is used when a designer needs to look up what an item number represents. It can also be
used if you need to find an item number based on a brief description. You can also use the items.dat file that
is located on the CADD downloads page or within the Estimated Quantities Excel file.
After you have determined there is a certain item you want to use, see Section 4 of the Roadway Design
Guidelines. This section is useful in providing details on when to use a certain item number. It also provides
calculations, necessary footnotes, and other considerations. Chapter 1-Section 400 of the Roadway Design
Guidelines discusses the estimated quantities submittal procedure and things to consider when developing the
estimated quantities. Designers should also refer to the appropriate standard drawings and construction
specifications to ensure the correct item numbers are being used. TIP: The first 3 numbers of the item number
correspond to the specification.

Instructional Bulletins
Instructional Bulletins (also known as IBs) are used to let the designers know that there have been changes to
the Roadway Design Guidelines, Standard Drawings, or other supporting documentation. Notification of new
IBs are sent via email. If you need to refer to an IB, they can be found here on the website. The IBs from
previous years can also be found there with a brief description. The information in the IBs take precedent over
the information found in the manual that is being updated. Once the IB is incorporated in the manual, the IB
will then be voided.
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Drainage Manual
The TDOT Design Division Drainage Manual discusses TDOT’s policies, practices, and procedures for performing
drainage design and hydraulic analyses on projects. To assist the designer performing drainage and hydrologic
design, TDOT has developed this manual to provide a collection of applicable drainage criteria, policies, and
examples. All basic design elements are included such that roadway drainage design can be accomplished. All
the chapters will be useful to designers but the two that will be more useful are described below:
Chapter 3 guides you as to what should be shown on the plan sheets and should correspond to the
MicroStation Sheet Level filters and checklists.
Chapter 10 guides you through all Erosion Prevention and Sediment Control (EPSC) devices and gives a
description of each and how to calculate them in your plans. This chapter follows closely with the EPSC Manual
discussed below.

EPSC Manual
This manual presents the procedures, methods, and available measures to be used by TDOT for the proper
design of an effective EPSC plan. This manual goes through various EPSC measures from the designer’s
perspective so they can have a better understanding of EPSC measures in the field. If you need more
information that what is discussed in this manual, see Chapter 10 of the Drainage Manual and the EPSC
Standard Drawings.
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Roadway Design Documents
Roadway Design Documents contains all the forms for a Designer’s use. The Roadway Design 2nd Sheets can
be used in a roadway set of plans. The Forms and Letters are various documents that are to be sent out at
different stages of your project. (i.e. Initial Studies, Pavement, Revisions, Work Zone, etc.)

Standard Drawing Library
Standard Drawings contain standard notes and details and are referenced from the contract plans. That way
these commonly used notes and details do not have to be recopied repeatedly into every set of plans. Standard
Drawings help reduce not only the number of special details that will be used, but also the time it takes to
prepare a project’s plan set. There are the 3 types of Standard Drawings and it is based off which division the
drawing would be a part of. The 3 types are Roadway, Structures, and Traffic Operations.
The previous Roadway and Structure Standard Drawings can be found below the current standard drawings
on this page as well.
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Standard Roadway Drawings

There are 9 different sections of the Standard Roadway Drawings which can be further divided into subsections
based on which type of Standard Roadway Drawing it is. One of the more important sections of the Standard
Roadway Drawings is the Roadway Design Standards-RD11 Typical Sections and Design Criteria. This section is
important because it contains the graphical representation of the major cross-sectional elements of a proposed
roadway. It also contains the standards a designer must follow to stay compliant with the current guidelines.
As a Designer, it is important to review the standard drawings to ensure the correct item number is used and
any associated standard drawings are included in the Standard Drawing lists in the plan set.
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Standard Structures Drawings

These drawings are mostly used by the Structures Division; however, it may be useful for a designer to
reference a structure’s drawing, especially if their project requires a box culvert. Here, you can view any type
of structural component such as bridge railings, expansion joints, parapets, etc.

Standard Traffic Operations Drawings

These drawings will mostly be used by the Traffic Operations Division. A designer would review these drawings
if they need to view a sign or signal standard drawing. This section also includes drawings for lighting and utility
poles and railroad crossings.
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Aerial Surveys
Aerial Survey is a section of the Roadway Design Division. This Office assists: project development and
scheduling, production supervision, information technology liaison, new flight requests, base mapping,
corridor mapping, historical imagery and projects, and facilities. The difference between Regional Project
Development Survey Group and Aerial Survey, is that the Regional Project Development Survey Group does all
the surveys for projects and the Aerial Survey group does corridor mapping projects to assist the regional
survey groups.

One manual that is used by both the Regional Project Development Survey Group and Aerial Survey is the
Roadway Design Survey Manual. These guidelines shall be used as the standard for all computer-aided mapping
produced by and for the Survey Office in the Design Division of the Tennessee Department of Transportation.
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Roadway Pavement Design
The Roadway Pavement Design Office provides pavement design for interstates and state routes in the four
regions of Tennessee, including Local Programs projects. The office is also responsible to ensure that the
pavement design for minor road projects, including State Industrial Access (SIA) roads, are properly selected
by the consultants and roadway designers. The office also performs Life Cycle Cost analysis to aid in pavement
type selection. The office is an integral part of the TDOT Roadway Design Division.
For all pavement design request submittals, a pavement design request packet should be emailed to
TDOT.PavementDesign@tn.gov.
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Quality Assurance/Quality Control
The Roadway Design Division Quality Assurance/Quality Control group (also known as QA/QC) has the
responsibility of managing the QA review process in the design of roadway plans. This group helps to
ensure that all guidelines, standards, and instructional bulletins that relate to the project are followed. They
also check format standards relating to the design and production of roadway plans.
This group, located at TDOT Headquarters in Nashville, reviews the plans for all regions to help ensure
consistency across the state. To accomplish this, the designer submits their plans to the QA/QC group prior to
all field reviews so they can start the review process. This process involves referencing the checklist against the
set of plans for each phase. The plans will then be returned to the designer, by the QA/QC group, before the
field review of each phase of the project. The QA/QC process is applied to all projects designed In-house and
by consultants. This group also offers a review of projects that come through the TDOT Local Programs Office.
A couple useful links on this page are the links to the common issues with plans. For your convenience they
are listed below:
•
•

Common Issues on Local Program Plans
Common Issues on TDOT Plans

For all Quality Assurance/Quality Control related questions, email TDOT.QualityAssurance@tn.gov
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Roadway Design Training
The purpose of the Roadway Design Training Section is to identify and provide all employees in the Roadway
Design Division and Project Development with the proper technical training to perform their job duties in a
professional and expedient manner. Classes may be held in a classroom setting or they may be online and selfguided. The Training Program is facilitated by Headquarters and Regional personnel, with the oversight and
support of the HR Office of Learning & Development.
Each month the Training team will send out a Newsletter. It will include any upcoming training opportunities
with links on how to register for a specific class. These training opportunities may include those with TDOT, an
outside source that leads the training or any free web-based training opportunity. The newsletter may also
include any design updates and anything that relates back to training.
For all Training related questions, either email TDOT.RoadwayDesignTraining@tn.gov.
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Roadway Design Training Classes

This page contains the Roadway Design Training classes offered. These classes can be downloaded and
completed on your own. In the future, Open Road Design (ORD) class material will be available here and taught
in the classroom.
The first manual that a Roadway Designer should work through is the MicroStation V8i Course Manual. The
purpose of this MicroStation manual is to teach the user the basics of MicroStation and the tools that are most
commonly used. This manual should be followed by the GEOPAK Road Manual then the GEOPAK Drainage
Manual. Using GEOPAK will help ensure consistency and accuracy of design work and generate significant time
savings in the overall effort of producing construction plans. These manuals should be used in conjunction
with the CADD Downloads Documentation guides and manuals to help complete your project design in
MicroStation and GEOPAK.
The Roadway Design Manual should be another one to work through on this page. This purpose of this manual
is to serve as a general guide for the design of a roadway project. This manual provides the basic background
of how to start and design a project with minimal direction and where to find design information.
This page can also be used to find and schedule other training opportunities that may be offered. These various
training opportunities include: Tennessee Transportation Assistance Program (TTAP) classes taught across the
state, Transportation Research Board (TRB) webinars, American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) training resources, and various National Highway Institute (NHI) training
opportunities.
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NHI Training Opportunities

Here are the most useful NHI Training Opportunities. TDOT regularly host a couple classes that are offered by
NHI. Those classes are Urban Drainage, Culvert Design, and Intro to Highway Hydraulics. These classes are
offered in one of two ways: instructor led, classroom style class or a web-based class that can be taken on
your own.
Prerequisites for NHI Culvert Design Class are EITHER college level fluid mechanics coursework OR NHI
Introduction to Highway Hydraulics Class. Participants are encouraged to take the web based NHI Basic
Hydraulic Principles Review Class as well.
Prerequisite for NHI Urban Drainage Class is marked in the image below by the *.

*
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Tutorials and Training Guides

On the Tutorials and Training Guides Site, there are more tutorials and training guides that can be used for selfguided teaching. We created a PowerPoint with more information regarding these tutorials and is located on
the Roadway Design Channel on the Learning Network.
The Interactive Plans Reading Tutorial is one of the more important guides on this page. It is a great tutorial
for a new designer who may not know what all goes into a set of plans. This guide walks you through an
entire plan set and points out everything that needs to be on a set of plans and where it needs to be located.

Class Registration

This is where you can come to register for a class. To do so, just fill out the appropriate information and
submit the form and you will be signed up for whichever class you choose.
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TDOT Learning Network
The TDOT Learning Network is full of videos that are very useful to all employees of TDOT. Here you will find
all the introduction videos and classes that is required of you to take when you first start at TDOT.
On the Learning Network, there is a Roadway Design Channel that is beneficial to designers. Various videos
discussing the basics of roadway design are located here. New designers are encouraged to take these
courses to gain a better understanding of roadway design.
A couple of the more important items that you need to complete is the TDOT Highway Contract Plans
Reading Class and the Roadway Design Resources. The TDOT Highway Contract Plans Reading Class will take
you through an entire Construction set of Roadway Design Plans and describe everything that is shown on
each sheet. It will also explain how some of the calculations are found and the basics behind the actual
design of a roadway. To assist you through this training, there is an Interactive Plans Reading Tutorial, that
was mentioned earlier, that can be found on the Roadway Design Division website. This can be used to
highlight and explain every detail that is shown on each sheet. The Roadway Design Resource class is a
walkthrough of all the manuals offered online that you can use.
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Roadway Design Value Engineering
Value Engineering (also known as VE) is a systematic independent multidisciplinary team review process which
utilizes project functional analysis to develop recommendations that:
•
•
•

Optimize the value and quality of the project.
Provide the needed functions, considering community and environmental commitments, safety,
reliability, efficiency, and overall life-cycle cost.
Reduce the time to develop and deliver the project

While VE studies would be beneficial to every project, that is not practical. To limit the number of projects that
have a VE study there are a couple rules when selecting a project:
•

VE Projects that may be studied must be located on the National Highway System and be a federally
funded project where:
o Roadway Projects having an estimated cost equal to or exceeding $50 million or
o Bridges having an estimated cost equal to or exceeding $40 million

For any Value Engineering questions, contact Mike Flowers at Mike.Flowers@tn.gov
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Roadway Plan Sales
Final construction plans for TDOT roadway construction projects are maintained by the Plan Sales Office. This
group works with the final sealed project plans assembled by the Regional EPlans group (Plans Assembly Team)
and loads them to the FileRoom FileNet folder. The Plan Sales office is responsible for updating the plans with
construction revisions. Files that are located on the FileRoom FileNet folder are our permanent records for
projects. Electronic copies of final construction plan sheets in PDF format are available for purchase from the
Plan Sales Office.
Requests for plan sheets must be submitted by email to Plan.Sales@tn.gov. When submitting requests, as
much identifying information as possible should be provided to ensure the correct sheets are located and
provided to the customer.
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Roadway Design Division Staff
The website includes a HQ Roadway Design Division staff directory. Should you have questions regarding any
of the Standard Drawings, CADD, Design Guidelines, other manuals and processes, use this link to find the
appropriate personnel to direct your question.
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Additional Resources
The Additional Resources page is a good source of various forms, manuals, links, and other resources that
may become useful during the design process.
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TDOT CADD Support
The purpose of the TDOT CADD Support group is to promote respective personnel and software users in the
development of roadway projects using computer aided drafting and design (CADD) in the most accurate and
efficient manner available.
On this page, you can find the CADD Support FAQ’s and a link to the distribution list request page. There is
also information about Bentley Connection Client and what to do if you have a MicroStation or Geopak issue.
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TDOT Email Distribution List Request for Roadway Design

The purpose of this distribution list is for designers and consultants to receive updates for the Design CADD
Standards, Design Division Training Information and Roadway Design Related Documents such as: Design
Guidelines, Instructional Bulletins, Standard Drawings and Drainage Manual Etc. Also, from the Traffic
Operations Division, the Traffic Operations Memorandum's “TOM.”
On this page, you can be added to, make changes, or remove yourself from the Distribution List that CADD
Support delivers.
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TDOT OpenRoads Designer

This page contains any and all information regarding OpenRoads Designer (ORD). If you would like to register
for a live webinar or watch an on-demand webinar, they can be found through the links on this page.
For all ORD related questions, contact the TDOT ORD Team by emailing TDOT.ORD@tn.gov.
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TDOT ADA Office
TDOT ADA Section provides accessibility for users of our services, programs and facilities, support for the design
of accessible facilities and policy direction on how to implement the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
For more information about ADA, follow this link.
For all ADA related questions, contact TDOT’s ADA/504 Coordinator, Margaret Mahler, or email
TDOT.ADA@tn.gov
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Resurfacing Projects
The Pavement Office is responsible for managing TDOT’s Standard Operating Guidelines for Highway
Resurfacing. These guidelines ensure appropriate selection of paving treatment type and timing to optimize
the Department’s return on investment. This is a very useful page when working with resurfacing projects.
The 2018 Standard Operating Guidelines for Resurfacing intends to serve as guidelines
for the selection of routes to be resurfaced and how resurfacing projects can be developed. It also shows
differences in types of pavements.
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2015 Standard Specifications
The Standard Specification for Road and Bridge Construction (also known as the Spec Book) is a specification
book that is mostly used by contractors.
It is important to inform yourself of the Specifications because any portion of the plans that contradict the
specifications, the plans will take precedence (see Spec Subsection 105.04).
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TDOT Right of Way Manual
This manual describes the organization of the Right-of-Way Division and outlines the policies, procedures and
practices to be followed in carrying out the responsibilities of each office. The manual incorporates the major
functions performed by the Division of Right-of-Way.
It also includes a description of operational procedures and provides a detailed discussion of the process by
which all major right-of-way functions are to be accomplished.

TDOT Utility Manual
The purpose of the Utility Manual is to establish the procedure governing the adjustment, installation and
relocation for utilities involved in State right-of-way acquisition. This publication is for the use of Department
personnel as well as public and private Agencies affected by highway construction. This publication cannot
cover every circumstance that may occur during utility relocations. It is intended to provide general policies
and guidelines for resolving special circumstances that are encountered. Each special circumstance will be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis.
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Work Zone Safety and Mobility Manual
TDOT will systematically consider and manage work zone impacts, and it will develop, implement, and maintain
work zone assessment and management procedures. Consideration and management of work zone impacts
begin at project inception and continue through all phases of design. A designer can use this Work Zone Safety
and Mobility (also known as WZSM) manual for guidance on significance determination that must be done for
each project.

Some additional information regarding Work Zone safety and Traffic Control can be found on the website at
the following links:
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), 2009 Edition
Tennessee Supplement to the Standard Highway Signs Book, 2018 Edition
TDOT Traffic Design Manual
QuickZone - Work Zone and Traffic Analysis Tool
FHWA Work Zone Training
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Roadway Design Flowchart
The Roadway Design Flowchart shown below was created by Region 4 Project Development. This walks you
through each phase of a roadway project. This diagram shows you how long each step will take, the PPRM
number correlating to the project step, some details pertaining to each step, and what is required for some
steps. This is a good reference for when you are at one step in the design process and do not know what to
do or what you need to move on to the next step.
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Project Folders Structure
It is important that you place the appropriate files into their correct folders. Here is an example of how your
project folder should be structured for your project. Each folder will include various files and documents
regarding your project.
This Project Folder Layout information can also be found in the CADDV8 document located in the CADD Files
on the TDOT website.
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Here is a brief description of each folder and what should be included.
Base Drawings:

All DGN files and sheet files

Correspondence:

All correspondence including emails, letters, memos, or documented meeting notes
that should be broken down into subject matter so that it is easy to find. This would
not include your official submittal packet information (i.e. Field reviews, turn-ins)

Cost Estimate:

Contains monetary estimates received from the Bid and Estimates Office.

Environmental:

Includes all environmental documentation and calculations, EX: EBR, NEPA,
Mitigation, …

Geopak:

Contains all files from Geopak design, including: Proposed tins, Criteria Files,
Earthwork files, .inp files, etc.

Geotech:

Contains all Geotech information

Multimodal:

Contains all Multimodal information

Pavement Design:

Includes all pavement design iterations and relevant information

Quantities:

Contains Preliminary Estimate, ROW Estimate, and Construction Estimate. These are
item quantities. Also includes sub-folder labeled Embedded and Linked Files. This
sub-folder will include any files that are linked or embedded into your DGN or SHT
files.

Structures:

This includes all Structure documents and relevant information (add subfolder about
retaining walls)

Submittals:

This would include the items in Deliverable Request and Reports folder. Subfolders
should include Initial Studies, Preliminary Field Review, Preliminary, Site Review,
ROW Field Review, ROW, Construction Field Review, Final Plans Review,
Construction, and Revisions. QA/QC, Sign in sheet, Field review report. (these will be
stored in each file.)

Survey:

Contains all Survey material and calculations. Save both the 2D file and 3D file to this
location. All original survey files, including the TIR, will be saved here as well.

Traffic:

Contains all traffic material and calculations
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ASTM Compass
This is a free resource that is available for TDOT employees. This site allows you to download various AASHTO
documents, such as the Green Book, Roadside Design Guide, etc. You will need to register and use your login
credentials to access the documents.
This link can also be found on the TDOT website on the Additional Resource page.
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FileNet
Designers and Design Managers are responsible for archiving project development records for all new
construction, reconstruction, and resurfacing projects on the Design folder on the FileNet server utilized by the
Department.
FileNet is also used by each designer for uploading their submittal packages at the completion of each phase
of a project. This is useful because all your design files are in one common place, so other divisions have access
to your files. More information on what is included in each submittal package can be found in Chapter 1 of the
Roadway Design Guidelines and in the FileNet Project Deliverables document.

Shown in the image below, is another way to get to FileNet through TeamTN.
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Program/Project/Resource/Management System (PPRM)
The Program/Project/Resource/Management system is a database where designers can find information about
any project. To access PPRM, there should be a shortcut on your desktop screen, if not it is on the TeamTN
website right below FileNet.
TIP: Open the link in Internet Explorer, it will not work in any other browser. Once you are on that page select
Project Manager.

Once there, you will be able to see each project in the Project Data Manger window. You may have to change
the filter (marked by the red arrow) to go to a specific project. On the Main tab, you can look up where a
project is, the length of it, what the name of it is, its schedule, and various other details about the project. The
Activities tab is an important one because that is where you can find the schedule of your project. The Project
Commitments tab is also important. Designers should review the information shown on this tab before each
submittal phase to ensure that no additions/modifications have been made.
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Federal-Aid Essentials
This is a website with videos explaining details of the Federal-Aid Process. Watching these videos will help
you gain a broader understanding of the processes that must be completed to have a project built.
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